Strive & Uplift

Virtual Memberships for Club Ultimate Players
You have a lot of options!

When choosing your training plan, ultimate players have many choices. We think having options is a good thing! It means our
community and our sport is growing, we are all striving to make our sport better, and we are creating a strong foundation to uplift
those around us. You then get to choose the team & plan that fits you and represents your values!

Why choose Strive & Uplift?
We are proud to provide professional strength & conditioning coaching to ultimate athletes of all levels and aspirations.
When you work with Strive & Uplift you are choosing a team that:

Is founded on the principles of striving to be your
best and uplifting those around you. We keep our

Invests in the ultimate community. We are eager to

prices low so everyone can afford quality strength &
conditioning.

continue growing this sport, we stay in touch with what matters
to you, and we advocate for ultimate players and coaches. We
are engaged, active members of the community.

Is a women-owned-and-operated small business. In

Truly understands ultimate players. We have extensive

Provides responsive training plans. We train a wide

Integrates diverse perspectives on training. We

a male-dominated world, we provide you with an opportunity
to “vote with your wallet” and support women in ultimate in a
tangible way.

variety of athletes both in-person & virtually and stay on the
cutting edge of what players need.

experience in the field of sport-specific training. Our coaches
have played, coached and lived at every level of the sport from
local leagues to the world stage.

support the whole athlete with our team of specialized coaches
& health professionals and use of research-driven resources.

Our Training Methodology
We focus on fundamental and functional movement patterns.
We build strength & control starting with the core, apply it to major lifting patterns, and then to movements on the field.

Dynamic

Research-based

Comprehensive

Integrative

Complementary

